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WHAT IS 

Over the past 5 years, we have worked in a B2B capacity with over 200 Web2 companies

taking their first steps into Web3, receiving more than 45 awards and recognitions that

attest to our effort and dedication as a startup.

In other words, the Vottun ecosystem can be

built on top of any blockchain. Therefore,

$VTN holders don't need to worry about

whether the future of the web 3 will be on,

for example, Ethereum, Solana, Cosmos, or

all of them simultaneously.

 PROTOCOL ECONOMY

Vottun has created an ecosystem that

allows any Web2 company or developer to

easily create, interact with, and manage

various DApps through our APIs, without

requiring advanced knowledge of

blockchain programming.

Now, we have decided to open our

platform to everyone so that any

programmer can benefit from our

technology and accelerate the creation

and adoption of blockchain solutions by

companies.

Therefore, we are building an ecosystem

powered by the $VTN token where

developers can create DApps, while

simultaneously forming a community that

plays a part in the transition from Web2 to

Web3 in society.

The following details the two mechanisms designed for $VTN to capture long-term value:

token burning and real income streams.

10% of the revenues generated through user

transactions on the Vottun ecosystem will be

used to purchase $VTN in the market and

"destroy" it by sending it to a burning wallet.

This action transforms $VTN into a purely

deflationary asset (once the entire token

supply is released).

The Real Yield refers to a staking rewards

model. Unlike traditional staking models

where rewards come from additional token

issuance, thereby diluting its value, with Real

Yield, staking rewards are generated from a

real income stream derived from a

percentage of each transaction within the

Vottun ecosystem. Instead of relying solely

on the creation of new tokens, it aims for a

more sustainable model linked to the

economic activity of the platform.

DISTRIBUTION OVERVIEW
We aim to maximize the decentralization of the Vottun ecosystem, which is why we have

opted to allocate nearly half of the token supply to the community. This will be

distributed through various initiatives such as protocol incentives and airdrops.

$VTN VALUE PROPOSITION

Blockchain agnostic token

At the core of the Vottun ecosystem, the

$VTN token plays a crucial role as the 'layer

of value' that extends across individual

blockchains.

$VTN stands at the core of the Vottun ecosystem, serving

as the primary currency for transactions within a vibrant

community that unites developers, service providers, and

users in the realm of web3.

$VTN
LITEPAPER
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How $VTN accrues value

The primary value proposition of $VTN is to

align incentives within the Vottun

ecosystem and function as a yield-bearing

asset for its holders and stakers. Participants

in this system gain access to a share of the

revenue generated on the Vottun

ecosystem through a burn mechanism and

staking rewards.

Developers

Developers build DApps using the Vottun APIs. They must lock $VTN tokens to

receive rewards for the use of their DApps. The higher the stake, the greater

the tier and rewards. Developers receive compensation for the usage of their

DApps in the form of a service fee.

Web 3 Service Providers

Web 3 service providers must lock $VTN tokens to be able to offer their services

on the Vottun ecosystem. The higher the stake, the greater the tier. DApp

developers pay these service providers to empower their applications.

DApp Users

Users will need $VTN to make use of the DApps. A large percentage of the fees

paid by the users goes to the developers of those DApps. The rest goes to the

Vottun Treasury, burned to make $VTN deflationary and distributed as yield to

$VTN stakers.

Community ($VTN Stakers)

$VTN holders can lock in $VTN to receive staking rewards. Initially, these staking

rewards will come from $VTN emission, but as more DApps are created in the

Vottun ecosystem, and more users pay fees for the usage of these DApps, a

percentage of those fees will be given to $VTN stakers in the form of real yield.

Uses of $VTN and ecosystem participants:

HOW $VTN ACCRUES VALUE

The burn 

Staking Rewards (Real yield)

Token Allocation (%) by Category
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Marketing (10.0%)Advisors (2.0%)

Community (31.0%)

Contributors (15.0%)

Staking (16.0%)

VOTTUN ECOSYSTEM

Many brands trust Vottun, and our

ecosystem is growing every day. A

larger ecosystem implies more

developers; more developers mean

more apps. These apps attract more

users, and increased user activity results

in more revenue for $VTN holders.

ROADMAP

Q1 2024

Expanding our community with

challenges within the Vottun Journey,

including hackathons, workshops, and

numerous activities withgreat rewards.

Q2 2024

We implement new features for

developers and the Vottun

community: a universal payment

wallet, a new token launch suite... All

of this as a prelude to the token

launch.

Q3 2024

The moment has arrived! It’s time to

empower our Web3 Ecosystem with

our token and create community

dynamics and marketing actions to

scale up our Web3 Economy.

Q4 2024

The next step for $VTN: we are

launching staking and other rewards

for $VTN holders. It’s time to enjoy the

benefits of having trusted the vottun

ecosystem.

Vottun received over $2,5M from relevant
investors and blockchain network
foundations.

BACKED BY

Awarded and Media Apparences Vottun received over 45 techical awards, being chose

as Top Hot 100 Startup by Wired in 2022 And appears in hundreds of influencial media

publications.


